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1
The time at which simple random walk achieves a given draw-up or reaches a given level.
The CUSUM method and integrate-and-fire neuronal management are so fundamental that we opt for illustrating first the ideas involved on a stochastic case where Markovian recursive techniques can be elementarily applied, yet yield exact answers.
2 The time to reach a level. Consider (the simple) random walk starting at zero, whose increments X i are either +1 (with probability p>1/2) or -1 (with the complementary probability 1-p).
Let T be the first hitting time of +1. This time is 1 plus a remainder. If the first increment is +1, the remainder is zero. If -1, the random walk is at level -1 and the remainder is distributed like the sum of two independent copies of T, the time to re-reach zero from -1 plus the time to reach +1 from 0.
Hence, T has the same distribution as 1 + J * (T1+T2), where J is the obvious indicator. This leads to or MIN+n, whichever comes first. If MIN+n is reached first, the draw-up is n. If MIN is reached first, the quest for draw-up n starts all over. Let Q n-1 be the probability that the random walk (starting at zero playing the role of MIN+n-1) will reach level +1 before reaching level -(n-1). By the above
. This is a recursive formula for the sequence A based on the sequences S and Q, much quoted under the name Gambler's Ruin Problem: A gambler with initial fortune k bets $1 at a move in Red & Black until reaching a goal N (>k) or going broke. If the winning probability per move is p, then the probability of reaching the goal is
and the expected number of moves of the entire game is (N * P k -k)/(2 * p-1).
In our application, N=n and k=n-1 so
, it has the same value for all n (!). Hence, it is equal to its value at n=1:
If p>1/2, A n grows indeed linearly like n/(2 * p-1) but if p<1/2, A n grows exponentially like
n . This is the rationale for the CUSUM statistic method of detection: By a minor delay in the detection of the post-change mode, it is possible to reduce drastically the rate of false detection. % The "events that can happen" are % ARRIVAL (addition of one monomer to state(1)). % EXIT from any polymer size present. (Subtract 1 from state(.)) % GROWTH at any polymer size present except QN. (Subtract 1 from state(.) % and add 1 to state(.+1)) % The vector V is the "standard", constant rate vector given by ARR rate % and the terms lam*n^beta and mu*n^gamma. This vector corresponds to the % columns of M. The actual rates are given by the products M(i,n)*V(n). hstate(i0,j0-1)=hstate(i0,j0-1)-1; hcount(i0,j0-1)=hcount(i0,j0-1)+1; elseif j0>QN+1 hstate(i0,j0-1-QN)=hstate(i0,j0-1-QN)-1; hstate(i0+1,j0-QN)=hstate(i0+1,j0-QN)+1; arriv2=arriv2+1;arriv3=arriv3+1;
